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General Motors Building 
Detroit, Michigan 

ALBERT F. KAHN, Architect 
¢ ‘ In Terms of Drawn by Hugh Ferriss 

” the Colossal 

? 
} 

‘T= co-ordination of commercial strength, architeétural visionand engineet- 
ing skill which created this titanic quadruple office building represents 

the motive and creative force which has turned the eyes of the world toward 
this type of American architeéture. 

This, the largest office building in the world, possesses fundamentally 
magnificent largeness in its conception, and a clean-cut directness in its ex 
ecution which place it among the most significant of American buildings. 

With such existing structural achievements no architeétural future is impos- 
sible, no project too vast or too complex to come readily to our imagination. 

Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization, 
will prove more than equal to the demands of the architecture of the future. 
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| ! I , | ENGINEER'S ATTENTION 
WE ARE MOVING TO THE NEW ARCADE BUILDING 

| 121 WEST MIFLLIN STREET 

i COME IN AND SEE US i 
i | | BLACKHAWK ELECTRIC Co. 
i ENGINEERS - CONTRACTORS i 
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Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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MAKING STEEL CASTINGS AS TOUGH AS FORGINGS 
By L. R. Mann, Min. E. ’22 

It is a common belief among users of steel that, rite is found in a network, or at least in a broken ret- 
where strength and toughness are requirements, the — icule. Subjected to ordinary treatment, this network 
metal must be subjected to mechanical work previous is only slightly affected and remains in sufficient de- 

t p-----48 gree to differentiate cast steels physically from forged 
a steels, 

v {> For a long time this was accepted as an unchange- 
A able condition and no inquiry was made into the causes 

rt" \ underlying the manner of ferrite separation. Recent 

theory, tested by experiment, is that the course of sec- 
rt ondary crystallization of the ferrite, as the tempera- 

IW ture falls through the critical range, is dependent on 
¢ the degree of homogeneity existing in the austenite 

from which this separation takes place. A preliminary 

treatment to bring about homogeneity in the austenite is 

therefore necessary to obtain an ideal structure in cast 

metal. To show why the austenite lacks homogeneity, 

the course of cooling in an alloy of the solid solution 

type will here be traced. 

Consider XZ (fig. 1) any binary alloy in which the 
x O V4 components are soluble in all proportions in both liquid 

. and solid states. Now an alloy of composition B, being 
Tic. r. Any Brnary Atroy 1x Wuicn tHE Comrpo- 

NENTS ARE SOLUBLE IN Att Proportions in Borit ss 
Liguip AND Sovip States. Ne 

t 
to final heat treatment. In pursuance of this belief, 
the history of some such common part as an automo- 
bile crank shaft from the time the metal leaves the 
steel-making furnace to the time when it is ready for 

the machinist is a long and expensive one, whereas, 

in the majority of cases, the steel may be poured di- 

dectly from the furnace into molds giving it its final 

shape, and, by proper heat treatment, properties may 

be imparted to the metal which are comparable to / 

those found in the best forged steels. f 

A preliminary requirement for such high grade cast- a IN 

ings is the pouring into the molds of “dead”, or thor- 

oughly deoxidized steel. For this reason the steel 

should be made, or at least finished, in the electric 

furnace. Such steel has approximately the same spe- /@ Fig-Z. Fes€ 

cific gravity as forged steel, so any supetion qualities Fic. 2. Iron-Carnon Constitution DraGRaM. 
that may be found in the latter must be due to more 

suitable internal structure. Hot work followed by completely molten at temperature t, on cooling to t’ 

proper heat treatment gives to medium carbon steel a starts to separate out crystals of composition C. On 

very fine-grained structure, and tiny particles of ferrite cooling, the composition of the solid separating out fol- 

embedded in the sorbite matrix are completely isolated lows the solidus line CF, so that at temperature t’” the 

by the sorbite. In an untreated casting this weak fer- separating solid is of composition N. Thus the nu-
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cleus, of composition C, is the center of a crystal con- up the mass vary individually in composition from a 
sisting of layers of XZ solid solution, ever becoming low carbon nucleus to a periphery high in carbon. 
richer in Z. Now, should diffusion take place with in- The importance of this fact lies in the resulting ef- 
finite rapidity from the outer region of higher Z concen- fect on the manner of separation of the ferrite as the 
tration toward the center, the difference in concentra- temperature descends through the critical range: 
tion between succeeding layers will disappear, and the Reference to the iron-carbon constitution diagram, 
line Cl’ will at all times represent the composition of the (fig. 2) shows that through the upper range of primary 

crystallization a condition occurs just as explained in 
4 aS > : a eS detail regarding the solid solution alloy XZ. As a re- 

J oa ; et nF gala BS £0 BN sult, at temperature t the austenite consists of crystals 
[ys bs "PF exe aS" eS Ss having a low carbon nucleus of composition C’ and a 
ites A Ba ene) shh i oe 4 7 higher carbon periphery of composition F’. At an or- 
ne bi Goed-d bem a FSR: 5 ee, dinary rate of cooling, diffusion has time to lessen this 

ae el a a ; ie en difference of composition but very little, so that the 
Cnes. sya ens / OPew lee, low carbon nucleus reaches the temperature t’ at which 

| eepets BF NE \ Sa Me as / ferrite starts to separate out some time before the ME ey” SA iphery reaches th rature of ferrite separati vo Big .d by Poet periphery reaches the temperature of ferrite separation 
(v’’). Thus the nucleus of primary crystal determines 

Fic. 3.39 Carson Steen as Cast. x 100. the nucleus of a ferrite crystal, and the. ferrite congre- 
. oo . gates around a predetermined number of centers. The 

Mic. 4.3% Carnon Steet ‘O1b QUENCHED AFTER result is that ferrite accumulates in masses which touch 
Heating 1 Hour av 825 C. x10, in many places and form a ferrite network. 

entire solid portion. When t’’”” is reached, the compo- Considering a hypothetical case, assume now that the 
sition of the solid separating coincides with the alloy austenite is perfectly homogeneous. The temperature of 
composition, and the entire mass is solid. 

Diffusion in a solid actually takes place, however, a EARS 
far to slowly to have the above ideal condition even oe Bt Pee ee hee > 
approached in practice. ae ae i ee ‘ [BORE Masso, Diffusion acts just rapidly enough so that the nucleus Hat eae at eee Sue eave sericea 
of composition C becomes slowly enriched in Z, its Cs hia 4 i Ok, Chase wane Ss 
composition following the line CK as the temperature Ns - Om % > ee oe 
falls. CI at any time represents at any temperature  |\@ge oS i Nas Nes ae ah aE 
only the composition of the surface of the crystal. a One “avs eit eae 
Line CL follows the average composition of the crystal, NS 7 eo Ne ee 
and, as the average composition of solid separating out See —— I 
reaches the alloy composition, final solidification occurs 7. .3% Carnon Sree Herp 6 Hours ar 930 C 
at temperature t’’”’’. The mass then consists of crystals a la Ts ~ ; cs ; a . AND SLOWLY CooLEeD. x100 whose internal composition varies from composition C’ 
at the nucleus to I” at the periphery. Fic. 8. .3% Carson Sree, Hep 6 Hours ar 950 C 

Throughout the range of steel composition and above Cootep StowLy ro 825 C, and Or QueNcHen. 
critical temperatures, the iron-carbon diagram is of the XI00. 

seliel solution PS mn —o sone orca eS ae first ferrite separation is then reached by the entire mass 
‘lescribed. As a result the austenitic crystals making at the same instant. A multitude of nuclei then form 

— ee throughout the mass, and in the resulting structure, tiny 
AEG > GR ferrite crystals will be uniformly distributed. Steel of 

Gig eae ie penta 3 a such structure has, in the highest degree, the qualities 
Cd gin ce; hile Se eae eee s of strength, ductility, and shock resistance. 

ie” gene hia "3 Reis Rae 4 Hey i Although a perfectly homogeneous austenite can 
sy. oe a ie a ee never be completely realized in practice, such a close ig ae Don yy Pa Mie i approximation may be obtained as to produce in cast 

a hoa A pep, bo OA melee Se steels a structure similar to that found in forgings. ray Ae | pe a a ‘ «ect Ce . Luks Ge ay Che necessary treatment consists of subjecting the steel 
AR a to a temperature considerably above the critical range 

i - : . for a time long enough to permit the process of dif- Fic. 5. 3% Cannon Steet Hetp 4 Hours ar goo C fusion approximately to equalize the composition. The 
AND SLOWLY COOLED, XLOO steel should then be cooled slowly to a temperature just 

Ic. 6. .3% Carnon Street Herp 4 Hours ar goo C, above the critical range. A rapid cooling through the 
StowLy Coored ro 825 C anp Om Quencuen. critical range then supplements the effect of the homo- 
X100. (Continued on page 95)
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OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Witiram E, OUWENEEL 

Junior Chemical 

The field of chemical’ engineering embraces the well-planned labor policy will try to reduce its occt- 

most dangerous and unhealthful occupations known pational disease to a minimum, Unless it does it will 

to industry. The reason for it is quite apparent. An have difficulty getting labor at any wage when times 

important phase of chemical engineering may be said are good. When times are poor, it will have help 

to be the commercial application of chemical reac- only at the expense of a large labor turnover. 

tions, and only such materials as are chemically ac- Healthy, satisfied, steady labor is most profitable. 

tive can be subjected to a chemical process. High In looking over a list of occupational diseases, one 

chemical reactivity, then, characterizes much of the will note that many common diseases are classed as 

material used, and there is no reason to believe that occupational diseases. A disease may be called an oc- 

these same substances should not be highly active cupational one if persons are especially susceptible to 

within the human body where we find many condi- it because of the nature of their occupation. It is the’ 

tions favorable to chemical action. We find in the origin, not the nature, of a disease that determines 

chemical industry not only the usual hazards of dust, whether or not it is an occupational one. 

poor lighting, insanitary conditions, and lack of safety Broadly speaking, exposure to any chemical com- 

devices, but also the added hazard of chemically ac- pound is likely to be injurious to the health, especially 

tive substances. 
if it gives rise to dust fumes or gas, and there is no 

Nekessity for Preventive Measures part of the human body which is not subject to some 

@ The question might well be asked wh e, as en- occupational disease. 
i ght w e asi y we, 

gineers, should bother ourselves with the quesstion The Dust Hazard 

of occupational diseases, when, even though men work- The hazard which is most common, and not con- 

ing under us are subject to those diseases, we, by vir- fined to the chemical industry, is that of inert dust, 

tue of our positions, are not. There are two reasons, which acts wholly upon the respiratory system, its 

the ethical one and the commercial one. To one who action being to cause physical obstruction or an irri- 

has studied the field of occupational diseases even to tation due to the gritty nature of the dust. Glass dust, 

a limited extent, the ethical reason outshines the fine sand, or other mineral substances may lodge in 

commercial one. Men may, because of the nature of the mucous tissues of the lungs, producing inflamma- 

their occupation, contract incurable diseases or diseases tion, lowering the resistance of the body, and making 

which become incurable when they have developed the lungs fertile for bacterial growth. Limestone 

beyond a certain stage. Men who needs must work workers are especially free from tuberculosis, a con- 

in these unhealthful occupations are never comfort- dition which has been explained upon the theory that 

ably fixed in life and seldom have enough money the limestone is dissolved in the body fluids, thus 

laid aside to support them in case of permanent dis- freeing carbon dioxide. Coal miners have been re- 

ability. If they had, there would be no need of their ported to be surprisingly free from tuberculosis. 

subjecting themselves to further poisoning and dis- Irritant dusts as a rule do not produce chronic dis- 

comfort. Most of them have families to support, and eases, although irritant chemicals in general may ren- 

in such cases, when the father becomes incapacitated, der parts of the body susceptible to cancer. Irritant 

the children are drawn from school and put to work dusts, besides their action upon the respiratory sys-_ 

and so are deprived of a normal outlook upon life. tem, produce dermatitis, or inflammation of the skin, 

Aside from the thought of the misery and agony which which often assumes the form of a rash. Chief among 

such a case produces in the home, we should be led to. these dusts are the intermediates used in the manu- 

know something of occupational diseases because of our facture of dyes and explosives. Dermatitis is evi- 

peculiar ability to understand them and aid, through denced by the skin becoming red or pink, accom- 

that knowledge in making the world a more pleasant panied by severe itching and possible puffing up. It 

place to live in. is induced especially by hot weather and sweating, at- 

The commercial reason for acquainting ourselves tacking the tender parts of the body and those against 

with occupational diseases is embodied in the labor which clothing rubs. Individual immunity plays a 

policies of many of our large corporations, which put large part in resisting these dusts. Dark skinned peo- 

satisfied, steady labor above cheaply paid labor, be- ple are immune to many forms, while the light and 

lieving that the former is the more profitable. Satis- ruddy skinned type are especially susceptible. 

fied labor does better work, makes less waste, and Many dusts, however, are poisonous. Lead and 

reduces the expense of labor turnover. Can a man arsenic compounds have long been popwarly known 

who has contracted an occupational disease be satis- as poisons. Lead and cadmium have been found in 

fied in that occupation? An unhealthy man can the kidneys of lead workers suffering from kidney 

hardly be satisfied in any occupation, much less in the diseases. “Chrome sores” may be caused by dust 

one which has caused his ill health. A firm with a containing chromium compounds getting into open
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cuts in the skin. Unless treated immediately and such as dinitrobenzene and trinitrotoluene, have a continually, ulcers are formed which grow outwards, more powerful effect. Besides the usual effects of ani- forming large sores. Dinitrobenzene may cause se- line poisoning, degeneration of the cells of the kid- vere dermatitis. 

neys and liver is produced, making one thus attacked Harmful Gases subject to Bright’s disease-and to toxic jaundice. Gases alfect the body only through the respiratory Prevention of Disease system. The most common of the irritant gases are The prevention of occupational diseases is largely a sulphur dioxide, chlorine, and nitrous fumes. Most matter of ventilation, sanitation, and education. of the poisonous gases are so disagreeable that a per- Since dust and fumes are found in so many kinds son will not expose himself to a strong attack of the of plants, proper ventilation is seen to be of wide gas, but he may weaken his body by constant ex- necessity. This implies not only the use of windows posure to small amounts. Nitrous fumes as a rule and ventilators but of forced drafts to carry dust are not so offensive as the others, and men are often and gases to places where they will not cause dis- severely attacked without their knowledge. Cases comfort. are on record in which men have died within a few Sanitation and personal hygiene play possibly the days after having Suffered a severe attack without largest part in the prevention of occupational dis- their knowledge of it. The gases listed above have an eases. It has been pointed out that much of the dis- ieeltaning tCHON only and make the lungs especially ease is due to the contact of chemicals with the skin. 
susceptible to pneumonia. The fact that during the This of course can be mitigated by frequent bathing war men employed in the manufacture of war gases aiid the changing of clothes. Modern chemical plants SEES Surprisingly tna fo attacks of flu, led Men have shower baths which the men are required to to investigate the possible prophylactic Action of use each evening before leaving work. Many plants 
small amounts of these gases, An investigation by insist‘on the men’s having a complete change of cloth- the ‘American Chemical Society showed that the im- ing at work, which is washed as often as necessary. Munity’ was enjoyed to a large extent in most of the Men are furnished in some cases with complete toilet plants making war gases, but that there Were o few kits including a toothbrush and a fingernail brush 
exceptions which prevented them from making any which they are urged to use several times each day definite conclusions. . . . . and especially before leaving work. Special clothing, 

Several gases are poisonous because of their action aprons, gloves, goggles and wooden soled shoes ate upon the blood. Carbon monoxide and hydrocyanie often furnished. Sanitary toliet and drinking faci. acid have a greater affinity for the haemogoblin of ities should be supplied. Chemical machinery should 
the red corpuscles than has oxygen, thus preventing be constructed to prevent leakage and spillage. the blood from functioning normally, Death in such Floors should be flushed with water daily if possible. a case is due to an insufficiency of oxygen. Materials should be kept in well covered containers. Poisonous Liquids Ventilator exhausts discharging dust should be con- The liquids which have a poisonous effect are nected with bag filters or other dust precipitators. largely the amido and_ nitro derivatives of coal-tar Fumes should be discharged at a height such that products, aniline and nitrobenzene being the simplest they will not cause discomfort. ones: ‘They may enter the body as vapors through The average laborer in the chemical industries has the lungs, or they may be absorbed directly through a low standard of personal hygiene. If he is inexperi- the skin due to their solubility in the fats of the body. enced in work in a chemical plant, he will not subscribe Their main action is the destruction of the corpuscles immediately to the program outlined briefly above. of the blood, producing a condition known as cyan- Possibly he will think himself hard and above the neces- usis. Because the blood has been depleted of red cor- sity of observing precautions. Such men as a rule are puscles, persons suffering from cyanosis have a blue poor risks. Sooner or later they will suffer an acci- oF gray appearance. In one severe case a man hada dent merely because of their inattention to advice. The blue-black color. Cyanosis is accompanied by consti- use of the equipment listed above helps everyone con- pation and headache. It affects one only temporarily, cerned. It helps the employer to keep a steady, satisfied, and even in the severe case mentioned above the man healthy force on the job; it helps the laborer to retain returned to work after two weeks. Most cases of an- his health and to enjoy personal comfort. The use of iline poisoning are due to the laborer’s negligence. the bathing facilities not only keeps him healthy, but Ifa laborer keeps his clothing free from aniline or aids him in enjoying his rest at home and his sleep dur- similar substances he is not likely to be affected. ing the night. Much ordinary disease among work- 

Phenol may cause dizziness, delirium, and Bright’s ing men is due to their ignorance of hygiene. In some disease. Wood alcohol may be absorbed as vapors Or occupations men suffer from a form of rash which is through the skin and produce effects which are now due to the unusually favorable conditions furnished the well known. Carbon. tetrachloride and _tetrachlorethy- germs on the surface of the skin to start an infection, lene may produce toxic Jaundice. This is entirely prevented by frequent bathing. Many The higher derivatives of the coal-tar products, (Concluded on page 95)
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a A NOVEL HEATING PLANT 

By Joun C. Wuire 

State Power Plant Engineer 

The Child Welfare Bureau of the State Board of high, and 12 feet long. The working length is increased 

Health operates a clinic car in connection with its work 3 fect by the folding doors at the rear. It is mounted” 

in the rural districts where facilities for the examina- on a General Motors Company 1% ton truck chassis. 

tion of children are limited. The car was built under The heating plant consists of a vertical steel bailer, 8 

inches diameter by 8 inches high, with 64 Z-inch O. 

fe OG yy = of ali Re pi D. seamless steel tubes, welded in place and giving a 
x RO 2, SS % SW RS . . 
ps ee en " a! | ae TRA bi total heating surface of about 5.5 square feet, a 3-unit 

off ie i le ert titi ae Bunsen burner, two wall type radiators of 15 square 

‘aa ea. Rs _) Ge od oe feet and one of 10 square feet, an expansion tank and 
- O93 PRL eR PS oe ee i soe 

ei ‘ = CHI wane Seay ! the necessary piping, fuel supply tanks and appurten- 

aad : j nen Coes ances. The fuel is gasoline D Po con AF OR Irn ances. The fuel is gasoline. 
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Fic. rt. THe Cup WELFARE Car UNtIMBERED FOR _ el : ae Ne 

Action. The car is fully cquipped with a hot “aan ee! , 
water heating plant, lavatory and running water, —- oe : ge SN 

: and electric lights. a on sea a 

the general direction of Mrs. H. H. Morgan, Director a i ae ee | 

~ of the Bureau, and the mechanical equipment was de- (7 fa \Gy i 
signed and installed by the State Department of [En- << ca. ‘ \ F ie 

gineering. eee = Lg Va hia ; | 

This equipment consists of a hot water heating plant, ee MELT CED goa 4 } 

a lavatory and running water, electric lighting, folding 7 Iti 5 ; x 

steps for the front entrance, and several other minor 1m BN N TERIOR VIEW. The heating systcit in 
detaiis, volvcs no sacrifice of space in the car. 

Figure 1 shows the general appearance of the car No working space in the car is sacrificed to heating s gs PI Ss} ‘ 
as unlimbered for action. Entrance is at the front and equipment other than the radiators and their necessary 

exit by the rear steps. A hand rail, not shown in the piping. The expansion tank is overhead and the boiler, 

cut, is provided for the rear steps. The car is fully burner, and fuel tanks are beneath the floor. 
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equipped fcr the medical examination of children of Hot water was chosen because of its better control 

pre-school age and it carries a physician and nurse in of temperatures and consequent economy, and the Bun- 

addition to the driver. sen type burner because its blast feature eliminated the 

The body of the car is 6 feet wide, 6 feet 4 inches (Concluded on page 94)
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A MILLION VOLT EXPERIMENTAL OUTFIT 
By Parry H. Moon, e ’22, 

Cadet, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. 

When the California Institute of Technology de- line can be run at 500,000 volts, by using two trans- 
cided to purchase transformers for the production of formers at each end, and a three-phase open-delta con- 
1,000,009 volts, it considered several possible methods. nection is useful for 250,000-volt transmission. While 
It was feasible to get a single transformer of very transformers of higher voltage are quite common, the 
high voltage such as the one in operation in the West- uses to which these units will be put necessitates some 

rather unusual features. 
e . ‘ Fig.2 shows a diagram of connections for 1,000,000- 

Mis. volt operation. Four duplicate transformers are used, 
C 5 each rated at 250 kv-a., 3000 or 6000 volts primary, 

, 250,000 volts secondary. The entire set is rated at 
ao as tooo kv-a. The primary of the first transformer is 

sea Beets 3 Waisis ce supplied at either 3000 or 6000 volts, induction regu- 
fe ie ree a NY i lators being used to vary the voltages from these val- 

es he ae Tg ues as desired. A tap is brought out 3000 volts from 
P a taal : er the high voltage end of the secondary, and this upper 

MARES | ‘ta Bh section of the winding supplies the primary of the ’sec- 
a \ a ond transformer.* The third and fourth are supplied 
et ea similarly, so that a million volts is obtained from the 
= — last terminal. 
— me It will be noted that the lower end of the first 
— se secondary is at ground potential while the second trans- 
= es former case is 250,000 volts above ground, the third 

: 3 ese a 500,000 volts, and the fourth 750,000 volts. Thus 
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Fic. 1. Tlic Vourace TRANSForMERS. The core is ® * | 

silicon steel, the secondary consists of sixteen con- Ge F 5 8 
centric inicarla tubes each wound with a single ° ‘| 
layer of wire, and the end portions are wound with , | 
Fooo-volt cable, ° ® | 

8 
inghouse laboratories at Trafford City, Pennsylvania ; @ Ls | | 
two 509,000-volt units could be connected in series as \8F cae F ‘| | | 
in the General [lectric laboratory at Pittsfield, Mas- ql, ie ‘ ° | 
sachusetts ; or a larger number of transformers of cor- ae : } eg | | | 
respondingly lower voltage might be used. “oR & al 

The Institute decided to use a set of four 250,000- ms Li 
volt units, the greater cost and complexity of this ar- —— —_ al 
rangement being more than balanced by the greater Gea 
flexibility. These transformers are now in the last Fic. 2. Dracram or ConNECTIONS FOR 1,000,000-Vort 
stages of construction in the East Pittsburgh shops of TRANSMISSION. Tour duplicate transformers are 
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com- used, each rated at 250 kv-a., 3000 or 6000 volts pany, primary, 250,000 volts secondary. 

By the use of four units a considerable range of eX Heayas, Of Course, impossible to supply the second trans- 
perimental work can be done that would be IMPOssi- former directly from the line since it is at a potential of 
ble with a lesser number. A cascade connection will be 250,000 volts above ground. 
used for 1,000,000 volts, a single-phase transmission (Concluded on page 95)
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THE HYDRAULIC LABORATORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

By Crartes I. Corp, 

Professor of Hydraulic and Sanitary Enginecring 

In 1904 and 1905 at the time the Hydraulic Labora- published from time to time in the form of articles or 

tory of the University of Wisconsin was constructed, papers and as bulletins of the Engineering Experiment 

outside of the laboratories at Cornell University, Wor- Station. 

cester Polytechnic Institute, and, possibly, the Univer- Features of Laboratory Design 

sity of Illinois, the facilities for experimental hydraulic In designing a laboratory certain special features 

work at the various insti- need to be incorporated if it is to serve its purpose ef- 

4 } tutions was quite meager. fectively. 

3 | Since its construction 18 A storage reservoir from which to draw and return 

{ 4 years ago the Hydraulic : __ _ —— 

WE | Laboratory at Wisconsin [EGRET = 
Ne has probably been the out- |" : : eee 

fa = Y standing laboratory equip- | — RRR | tea titia fe ee - z - — = a 

| ped, as it is, for problems ~ PBggiaeeg eerie RET eet ele | ee ae 

B4| involving low head work Han iiagieaes ce fil NG ‘ ; as — i 

Jags and with machinery of a |. slic eee ea = i i Sige pass p 

size comparable to com- |- Hint Hee Hite ane ii i 
. ss “ AHLEHEEEUUESRESHH sesasstatit i 

cercial conditions. From cine tie erat St ; 8 

. time to time instructors ante Ha iy atte a 3| ¥ 

: from a number of other ia oP eet auatiiae ae mo oe 

x institutions have taken ad- ; ea iii aie is HE | ea “yg 

p vantage of the opportunity Fatih HH liead sauttl A) mB Gols ‘ 

eo offered by its equipment aut | if ae greed 

and research facilities. |p, ee ee 2 4 

Fig. 1. Prror Tune AND Others have inspected the cemaena, “RSH sox ae Sneranirate 

Gacr. This is a special laboratory in connection Fic. 2. A LECTURE EXPERIMENT TO SUBSTAN TIATE 

3 = * # TorreceLir’s Turorem. Readings are taken while 

gage, developed in this with the development of : : . 

7 . we tee the water is running, and the students are required 

laboratory, for measur- laboratories at their insti- . 
. : : P to verify the theorem from the data thus secured, 

ing small differences in tutions. Because the writer ve 

head. Modified hook has so frequently been the water that is used is necessary unless a natural 

gages are used to obtain asked to describe the lab- reservoir is available such as the Wisconsin laboratory 

the water level in the en- oratory and its equipment has in Lake Mendota. The capacity and surface area 

larged glass tubes. and to suggest the funda- of a reservoir need to be such that the change in level 

mental principles in devel- will be limited when the experimental apparatus is 

oping a laboratory he has come to believe that a de- filled or emptied. 

scription of the laboratory would be of general inter- The building should be arranged with several dif- 

est. 

Laboratory Serves Two-Fold Purpose Es % eS ae — Se t mM 

The purpose of the laboratory is two- || oe ee i ee | 

fold: To give instruction and to con- an i Sie on peg 1 | aa qh i ll ap 

duct investigations in the hydraulic field. ‘io “ie: a tl dal 

The ieneene) work is of two types, >) ie Hee ee iS 3. 
—that which is devoted to the funda- | | | } i ia o ; 

: : ‘ fi sal | ee | 

mental instruction of students in the | (29) jmmmsses | | : eat i a 

principles of hydraulics, and that in- [Jit 1 1 4) a os Ly ba Bev 

tended to afford opportunity for more el Es Le e) [Ie > A —S > 

detailed work for students, particularly |Fis gaaiy = . % oS: ii 2 ae | 

interested in hydraulic problems. In the 2 ne 4 oo 4 i oN 

first type of instruction students experi- j Fae] rf La D> 

ment with the more simple apparatus, and 4 ee ie ,* 

are given laboratory demonstrations to il- ‘ ell ( —_ ; 

‘ lustrate principles. For the second class ; Lb dl ee 

advanced courses in machine testing, Fic Apparatus For Routine Instruction. Students work in 
was : PG 3. 2 TUS F STINE INSTRUCTION. § su 

specialized problems and thesis, work ‘ ive but cach man obtains an independent set of data. Two 

are offered. hours per experiment are spcnt in the laboratory and two hours 

Results of research investigations are in the computing room.
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ferent elevations. This will permit the experimental looked is storage space for equipment not in use such apparatus, measuring tanks, waste channels and the as tanks and piping. 
Storage reservoir to be at successively lower levels so The Wisconsin Laboratory 
that water may flow by gravity through the system. The Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Wis- -\ number of independent sources of water supply consin is situated on the south shore of Lake Mendota 

ee 
at the base of a bluff, which rises 

bu 
Intake : . ‘ SS SSS SSS aang abruptly immediately in front of the Me 7 ss — N ate i fee me tree pe QO re pare, | ff |p building. Adjoining the laboratory 3 a et Sy — rays 5 eee [| « ] i I Pome tt f building on the east is the univer- St oh” SF. 5 SS pea iat ee apg th a att : Z eth LS rene Cot aa Ey A ft | 4 H sity pumping plant and to the west Seb tT vue oh : és. ret a ae) et : . ss | poe Lt] | (eeube Tete eae al Sh | & "| Ny is space for future expansion. Fig. aio og posse eal sree 18 || FPAN Beat a) PRO = ee ve BIT TN 7 shows the general arrangement. a DOM 1) up Veir No oY ji WN 2 re 

y Ft | ott 7 . erm “| a2 if {| The building has three floors and poems =}: = | fae a basement. The upper or third df (tas a asp a Ho cain se east —a (Benen ||] | floor extends over two-thirds of the fr ———————————— = a +N building and is divided into a large TRO PROT Soo Re A . . . aaa, . t C) = Bist cnanaa Femovabie eo i computing room and space for the 
[| 2¢%erne | ES = over channel | fz 1 computing work of thesis students 

rte SS N Ho] e4b Channel H and research men, 
== N i , Se ees SSS i Ee See The main lecture room and offices ‘ > . . . . for the teaching staff are on the sec- Wc. 4. Firsr Floor Pian. This floor contains the larger equipment . - alen te 4 : . ; : ond floor. On this floor, also, is the used in advanced work and research problems. The dotted lines in- . : : ea inate ch 1 i nig basins in the B : laboratory equipment which is used dicate Channe. an measure INS 1, ascnicnt, 

x : ONE CHGINESS GHG tneasuring Gasins in the ” by the students parallel with their are also desirable in order that experiments may be study of the theoretical course. To have this selected conducted simultaneously without interfering with one equipment adjacent to the class room is a decided ad- another. These sources may be pumps, elevated reser- vantage. 
voirs, or small tanks or pipes with automatic water On the first floor (Fig. 4) is the larger equipment level control. Piping, head and waste channels, and which is used mainly for advanced work, special proh- measuring devices should be so arranged as to give lems, and for thesis and research investigations. This flexibility and independence to the work. It goes with- equipment has, however, a very distinct function in ac- out saying that there should be an adequate amount of quainting the elementary students with hydraulic ma- small equipment such as hook gages, scales, weirs, ori-  chinery and awakening their interest in several things 

OE Se seas a Se Se eee zi oa 

So —_ i. ee : 
ee Be ee 3] 13 |  rstrs—~sOisiC#sCR it WW Ue Cee ie ST Oa 3 | 
oh ee i... i siasaaitisiaiiats es iaittaehides, cis area Ta ee oe te a hy ae , 

i Bear i ee ee Hes S | 3 3 zl Is a i) i ig 4 io | El — Fanaa ie Bi : | i Rl oe ae 1 rk nw Ef aa BI } l; i : I Be i F ii iH 2 ; i i 13 | St 2 3 Sa = a 3 F : i Hist a Bs ; i \ : fl | i 3] H ma feed Pi Ne us ara Po 3 Ht: | is | Bi Wa oe 4 ; : { E EO a A aaa vi I pe ; zy : = _seeee arur feee (IR.SI ag cate ae a i 

Hic. 5. An Experiment to Demonstrate ENTRANCE Loss anv Pipe Friction. Students are required to take rcadings and determine the friction factor and coefficicnt of velocity at entrance. 

fices, and meters. It is also desirable that facilities about which they may study in a very abstract way. should be provided for measuring the largest quantity In the class and lecture room a more or less studied of water which the laboratory is equipped to use in effort is made to incite student interest in this equip- any experiment. One of the features most often over- ment. One plan is the assignment of problems which
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require examination of the machines for solution. board. By comparing the velocity of the stream as 

The basement has only one small room, the space shown from readings on the cross-sectioned board and 

being mostly occupied by concrete measuring basins, a that calculated from the observed head of water on the 

large pump pit, and channels for conduct- Laie Pendora 
ing water. Across the west end of the na : sso _ 

basement is an outlet channel which is ar- g 

ranged to receive the discharge from any of : ft = 

the main channels or turbine water wheel Q pare eae UW. | 
pits. It is fitted with a ten-foot suppressed ) P| Pyarautic ‘L aborarory froom |< aboratory Pumping 9 

weir which makes possible the measurement | r| Jank Room Sration ° 

of water from any pit or channel before it | ee acelin | 
is returned to the storage basin—in this j F POG hf fom BB 

case, Lake Mendota. 8 

The Water Supply f- : Fic. 7. Genera PLAN or tHE HyprAULic Lapora- 
Tie Jaboratery hag three J 4 TORY OF THE University or Wisconsin. The 

main sources of water supply: J of laboratory is on the shore of Lake Mendota at the 

First, its own pumps, the larg- J fd foot of a 60-ft. bluff upon which is situated a 

est one of which is a 30-inch ( Z 220,000 gallon reservoir. 

diameter centrifugal pump with (| a orifice, the student is brought to see the correctness of 
a capacity of 30,000 gallons per i cis Torrecelli’s Theorem, namely the velocity of a stream 

minute; second, the University fF © issuing from an opening in a tank is equal to V/2gh. 
“pumping plant which furnishes | fF fp 4 Likewise the apparatus shown in Figure 5 is used to 

water under 85 pounds pres- | Reservoir J explain the problem of pipe losses. 

sure ane up to 1500 gallons ‘oo Y The laboratory equipment before mentioned, on the 

per _Tunute ; third, the labora- . . second floor, consists of head, velocity, and flow meas- 
tory’s reservoir, 220,000 gallons capacity, which is lo- : I der to avoid laboratory: wok 
cated on the bluff 60 feet above the first floor of the ae oe Bn coe a i iabiorarory. done by rote” or in a perfunctory way, and_to ac- 

, quaint the student with varied methods, the different 

Equipment set ups are fitted with scales, gages and water measur- 
Fig. 6 shows the general arrangement of the second ing devices of various types. Fig. 3 is a photograph 

floor. The lecture room is equipped with apparatus for of a part of this equipment. Fig. 1 shows one of the 

demonstrating experimentally the different principles of _ pitot tubes and its gage. 
The arrangement of the equip- SS SS SSIS] nt on the first floor is shown 

N I | i i i Wash Room |}, + rs + 
{ _ _ | omice | i esearcn | f} in Fig. 4. Weir boxes No. 2 
i [ Lecture Table | instrument | g | é | Poon ‘ae i and No. 3 are placed so that 

t] | | eS | | teterfem 7 they may be discharged either 

N born oO oO. “en CHAO || calibrated basins immediately 
\ Ky Notes Fran i below them. Weir box No. 1 
| keeper | rural \ serves the 4x44 ft. channel 
4 Rae ! 3 by eeO oO Oh , ey | beneath it. This channel is 
/ | 3 pes 3d vane || used for submerged weir, tain- 
N | & | ?Fa9D Oo 8G Pitot Tubes! tor gate, channel, and other ex- 

t | ie ts aS | periments. The turbines, both 

l i He QO Nozze! a) 8 ' open pit and encased, are ar- 

4 i} | 1 eon OO O } 8 \ ranged along the west end of 

[sone re a ees| the first floor over the out- 

Fre 6. Srconp Fioor Pran. The main lecture room and the offices are on this leb thannel. Most of the ap- 

floor, which also contains the apparatus used in routine instruction. paratus on this floor is noe 
permanently located but is 

hydraulics. Students are assembled here for a weekly shifted from year to year depending upon the investiga- 

demonstration lecture. The visual picture presented by tions in progress. 

the experiment clarifies the classroom discussion. As At present the space is well crowded with work on 

examples of the experiments performed Fig. 2 and 5 the following problems: 

are given. Sudden change in section in open channels; bends of 
Figure 2 shows an experiment in which a stream different radii in open channels; discharge from a weir 

from an orifice is passing in front of a cross-sectioned (Concluded on page 94)
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY One day out of each year is dedi- magazine is being conducted for the benefit only of the CELEBRATION : a ee ee . cated exclusively to the engineer- College of Engineering and the University of Wiscon- 
ing student,—the seventeenth of March, St. Patrick’s sin; it is not anybody’s private graft. 
Day. It is a day of rejoicing and celebration in en- It is a hard thing to realize, in this age of selfish ma- 
gineering schools all over this land of ours. terialism, that a group of young fellows will undertake 

= such a responsibility as is involved in publishing a 
The ENGINEERS’ PARADE is a feature of the monthly magazine without the sordid incentive of mone- 

Wisconsin celebration. Without doubt the 1923 parade tary remuneration for their services. It is so hard to 
will surpass those of former years. Its success will realize that probably we will not be able to convince 
depend, of course, everybody that 
upgt the energy of r et a such is ihe tack: 
the committee that yp ‘ Aa Sy Nevertheless it is 
manages the affair, gfe fa) Ra the fact. 
and upon the ess SS, WEG | He; } g There are no sal- 
hearty co-operation la ey, aries, no commis- 
of all engineering <a , ele f sions on advertis- 
students. RS ees . in oe et KZ ing or subscrip- 

stunt you intend to ree 4 mu L fig y SZ) | (Ns oreo business. The staff ‘ ae SAI, oh nS & Wve Hy 4 C. Tian wre oo ith i put on this year. Nyy 2 tye OYE ARIZ t'> /\— Ugy { | ee goes ahead with its 
Put the think gear % anit Sees ; pene Hh Eo thy ’ oso job without the 
into high and show a Meee re cH ‘ € =e prospect of any re- 
some speed. There w eee eZ y PP re bas me Wx> ward except the 
will be a chance for Adee ENE Dr 2 Pm VY 1 f creat- a che Be faot Bs iy AE ( B SY pleasure of crea 
everyone to help > ee oO 9 Spey CONNIE. - eee Ved ing something and 
make the parade \ np <td "EY ane “€ ; of advancing the 
go big; if you LO. “ LP Prr | = we interests of the uni- 
don’t think of a Hig Bove versity. 
stunt yourself, help What do we do 
out the fellow who has one in mind. with all our earnings? Well, first of all we have 

Sc our bills to pay, and they run about $500 a month. 
Athletic contests show up the quitter; but quitting is That is a tidy sum to have to raise eight times a 

nol confined lo the athletic field. There is such a year. Nevertheless, thanks to vigorous managers and 
thing as @ mental quitter, and he is just as yellow as assistants, we have been able to pay expenses nearly 
his athletic prototype. He lies down and takes the every month, and for the past ten years we have had 
count if thrown into the ring with a tough problem; a small profit annually. By the end of this year we 
his feet grow cold and his liver turns to water in the will have accumulated sufficient working capital to en- 
face of a quiz; and he’s licked before he starts in any able us to discount our. bills promptly and maintain 
event that requires original thinking. our business credit in excellent condition. Beyond that 

a we do not care to accumulate. In the future we must 
THE WISCONSIN Whosoever holdeth a unique posi- find ways of using any possible profits to the benefit of 
ENGINEER tion will probably be misunder- the magazine and the college. 
stood. The WISCONSIN ENGINEER holds a_posi- This magazine is being published purely and solely 
tion among campus publications that is believed to be in the interest of Wisconsin engineers, whether faculty, 
unique, and it has lately been borne in upon us that The — students, or alumni. No one need withhold support be- 
I;NGINEER and those responsible for it are misunder- cause of the. suspicion that his contribution—whether 
stood. Verily it is a dire thing to be misunderstood, literary or monetary—is sacrificed to private gain. So 
and so we are lifting up our voices in explanation. far as lies within our power, each contribution shall 

Wherein lies our uniqueness? In just this: The redound to the honor and glory of the college.
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Shoes. Which kind gets you 

there the quickest? 

TX college men were walking down the road, 
when a classmate whizzed by in his car. 
‘Pretty soft !’’ sighed one. 
Said the other, ‘I’ll show him. Some day 

V’ll own acar that’s got his stopped thirty ways.”’ 
The more some men want a thing, the harder 

| : they work to get it. And the time to start work- 
ing—such men at college know—is right now. 

All question of classroom honors aside, men 
would make college count for more if they realized 
this fact: You can buy a text book for two or 
three dollars, but you can sell it for as many 
thousand—once you have digested the contents. I 

This is worth remembering, should you be 

, inclined to the self-pity which social comparisons 
a sometimes cause. And anyway, these distinc- 

Published in tions are bound to be felt, even though your 
the interest of Elec- wad A : 

college authorities bar certain luxuries as un- 
trical Development by " 
an Institution that will democratic—as perhaps they are. 

\ be helped by what- The philosophy that will carry you through is 
\ ever helps the this: ‘‘My day will come—and the more work 

Industry. I ercwd into these four years, the quicker I'll 

make good.” 

Western Electric Company 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 23 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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ONLY THE BEST FOUNTAIN PEN 
Will Meet the Rigid Requirements of a University Student 

Mads gen™ the last word in Fountain Pen Excellence. 
BUILT FOR BUSINESS 

1. Greater Ink Capacity. 
2 A Self-Starter! It writes at the first touch. 
3. Large Durable Gold Point. 
4. A Removable Feed. Can be easily cleaned by the user. 

MAKE YOUR FIRST FOUNTAIN PEN EXPENSE YOUR LAST 

RIDER’S PEN SHOP 666 State Street 
SL RE EE TED SOE 

qo ee eee mY who are not klansmen. When men and women are ~ taken from their homes and whipped, tarred and feath- wl I fl ered, and even murdered by people who set themselves il T A Xx up as judges and executioners without proper legal au- = thority, a situation is created which is full of danger a i] for every member of the community. Absolutely no one 

a ea To a smal coer tay a bring the “mob aoa upon a ==—15 Hl one at any moment. History is full of such instances. 
SS iy Aspersion has been cast upon the motives of those a 1 en ; . " who launched this revival of the Klu Klux Klan. The i AUTO LIVERY i taint of commercialism is upon it at present. Neéver- a a theless, it is quite possible—even probable—that the re- = vivers were inspired by high purpose. But high ideals a BAGGAGE a cannot be maintained if the Klan makes a ranice of rn il taking extra-legal action. The original Klan, which is 

a , said to have been created by idealistic patriots of the a South who were on fire with the injustice of a carpet i Wf bag government, quickly was seized upon by those who Checker Transfer Co. had neither idealism nor patriotism and who used the | a Klan only as’ a cover for their wicked and violent ] > deeds. Read “A Fool’s Errand” if you would know 4 i what the Klan became in those Reconstruction days. 
There you will find recorded deeds as brutal and cold i FAIRCHILD WB blooded as the throat cuttings of Herrin. 

Such organizations as the Klan are apt to be com- | 2ZOOO -- 2OO!I i posed of poeeeies hot-headed, intolerant, and ignorant i @ = (though not necessarily unintelligent) people. It is im- a eee eee ee m= mom g_ possible for moderate leaders to maintain control of a 
mob of such people bent upon an illegal errand; dis- THE KLAN Rumor has it that Madison har- cipline is not sufficiently rigid in a mob. The most hors 1500 members of the so-called Invisible Empire, radical leaders will prevail in such a case. This was 

and vague stories are afloat of the sighting of white well jllustrated at Herrin where the original leader of robes and the fiery cross on Picnic Point. The rumors the mob was quickly deposed, once the prisoners were 
may or may not have foundation in fact. In either jy hand, and men of blood took the reins. It was ik 
case it seems an appropriate time to call attention to a lustrated on a larger scale in the French revolution 
few fundamentals to be considered before affiliating with where power went quickly from the moderate revolu- 
such an organization. tionists to the more radical until it reached the hands 

No one will quarrel with the ceremonies the klans- of the most blood-thirsty men in the country. It was 
men use to impress novitiates, and no one will quarrel — illustrated again in Russia where Kerensky, the mod- 
seriously with any restrictions of race or creed that erate, was overthrown by Lenin who was willing to go 
may be placed upon membership. Those things are un- to any lengths to carry out his plans. 
important. The quarrel with the Klan arises from the ~The Klan as a social organization might add to the 
attempts it is alleged to have made in various parts of  gaiety of the nation ; but as the arbiter of our daily life 
the country to regulate the personal conduct of people it should not and will not be tolerated.
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CIVIL * Edward N. Whitney, ¢ ’13, who has been instructing in 
x Charles F. Loweth, CE ’15 (hon) Chief Engineer of the roads and pavements and city planning, resigned in Febru- 

C., M. & St. P. R. R., has been elected president of the A. ary in order to take a position with Mead and Seastone, 
S. C. E. He is a graduate of Oberlin College. of Madison. 

x Jerry Donohue, ¢ ’07, who is in consulting practice in y Karl L. Zander, ¢ ’23, who has just completed his re- 
Sheboygan, is president of the En- quirements for a degree in civil engineering, will be on the 
gineering Society of Wisconsin engineering staff of the city engineer at Kenosha. 

ne which holds its annual conventio 
| 8 at ‘the College of Baatnessing on CHEMICALS 4 Gi 3 X% Robert W. Cretney, ch ’21, has been transferred from the ie i February 22 and 23. “Jerry” has yee te Oe made a most energetic and en- general offices of the Southern Illinois. Gas Company, at 

| ee y i Du Quoin, Illinois, to the southern district office at Mur- E yg ee? thusiastic president and will turn hysb, Minoi ‘Add » 112 South El th Street _ \ over to his successor a vigorous tine teed *AOIR. TESS: ou even Tech 
-~ | organization. MOT DH YSDOrO. . a rs J Perry F. Brown, ¢ ’97, is con- ' Edmund C. Haag, ch. ’11, is chief chemist with the Ru- 

na sulting engineer at Fresno, Calif. ber-oid Co. of Joliet, Ill. Residence: 415 Western Ave., 
: Business address: Box 484. Joliet, Ml. 

J Michael T. Hayes, c 08, is grad- “ W. R. Kellett, ch. ’22, is night superintendent at the Atlas 
3 A ing and road building contractor. Mill of the Kimberley Clark Paper Company, at Neenah, 

Business address: 634 Rookery Wis. 

Bldg., Chicago. { Owen J. Pritchard, ch ’17, is assistant superintendent of 
Elmer A. Jacob, ¢ ’13, is en- The Milwaukee Coke & Gas Co. Residence: 788 52nd St., 

gineer for the Provo Reservoir Milwaukee. QL, ro aes 
Company of Provo, Utah. Resi- { Carl J. Anderson, e ’21, is an engineer in the R. S. dept., 

sos : ae dence: 258 N. 2 E. St. of T. M. E. R. & L. Co., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Address: Jerry Doxonvr William N. Jones, c ’05, C. E. 546 First Avenue, 
'10, is general superintendent for D. D. Thomas & Son, gen- Edwin L. Andrew, e ’16, has been appointed assistant to eral contractors, Memphis, Tenn. the manager of the Pub- 

+ L A Kessler, c ’22, was married to Miss Elizabeth M. licity Department of the 
Hill, at Chicago, on November 25, 1922. Westinghouse Electric and 

Albert J. Knollin, c ’22, was killed in Manufacturing Company, at 
a gasoline engine accident on February East Pittsburg, Pa. While 

ey 10, at Loma Vista ranch, Bethel, Kan- he was in college Andrew . ae ) ae sas. The ranch is owned by his father was on the staff of the - pe: pes and Knollin has been working there WISCONSIN ENGINEER co i 
owe =| since leaving school last spring. No being circulation manager le a: , 

as a -| details of the accident are available at in 1913-14, editor in 1914- s et ony j ; es rare 
> “2 dis ee oe this time. | oo 15, and manager n 1915- ogee ; ah Knollin was prominent in his class. 16. He was one of the few i ae 

bles | He was a hurdler of stellar ability and men who have filled both dee 
ae @ oe captained the track team in 1922. His the editor’s and manager’s ‘ 

| ee scholarship was much above the aver- positions. His college ac- dl 
5 A ee age; he was popular. | His death is tivities developed an inter- BN gq deeply regretted by his many college est in advertising which in- \ ‘ 
. friends, . fluenced him after he was : ¥ James R. Price, c ’22, who has been graduated and had entered 

A. J. Knoiiin with the Menominee and Marinette upon an _ apprenticeship , Light and Traction Company, on Feb. 1 course with the Westing- % 
accepted a position on the engineering staff of: the Sewage house Company. When the 
Commission of Milwaukee. Address: 699 Maryland Ave., course was completed he Epwin L. ANpREew 

x) Milwaukee. . ; ‘ . turned to publicity work with the company and has followed 
Robert M. Smith, c °18, who has been assistant city n- that line ever since. In his opinion engineering training gineer at Kenosha, Wisconsin, has recently been made city has been of distinct value to him in advertising work. 

engineer. Soy , . ‘ © Toled 
° Walter C. Thiel, c ’22, who is assistant city engineer at “ge ee tendon ore MS ecanees oly Michie Se 

Minot, N. Dak., writes that he has been working on a : hace oa _ _ . » 
drawing of a new city map, as well as the summarizing of \ E. von Geltch, e 11, is engineer with the Wisconsin Rail 
a report showing the construction activities of that city road Commission with headquarters in Madison, Residence: 
for the year 1922. 1621 Jefferson Street. ; ; 

\ William H. Wetzler, c ’06, C. E. ’10, is chief draftsman ' Ray S. Hardin, e ’15, electrical engineer with the Birt- 
for the Sinclair Refining Co. in the Chicago office. Resi- man Electric Company of Chicago. Residence: 2201 For- 
dence: 144 Judson Ave., Highland Park, IIl. estview Road, Evanston, II.
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, Frank W. Johns, E. E. 18, is with the A. T. & T. Co. | BIRTHS 
Business address: 420 8rd Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. \ To Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Noyes, 844 Wall Street, Akron, 

- C, A. Jones, e 09, is manager of the Art Aseptible Fur- Ohio, a son, John Ham, December 12. Noyes is a 718 civil. 

niture Company. Business address: 6700 Vernon Place, To Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Call, Chicago, Ill, a daughter, 

St. Louis, Mo. : Betty Jane. Call is an ’18 electrical. 
\ Frank E. Kruesi, e ’08, is manager of the Seattle office a 

ELE soe Wen orks City: Residence: ‘1160 seth THE HOOVER DWELLING HOUSE CODE 
\ ES. Moles, é 05, is toll fundamental plan engineer with The methods and practices now in use in the de- 

the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., at San Francisco. sign and construction of dwelling houses are the result 

Residence: 854 Neilson St., Berkeley, Calif. of blindly following tradition and past custom. There 
Parry H. Moon, @ "22, visited the University recently, as seems to be no other reason for the thickiiess of ma- 

a representative of the Westinghouse Company, interview- ns 
ing senior electricals and mechanicals preparatory to hiring SO"TY walls used for ordinary one and two-story dwel- 

them for work with the Westinghouse Company. lings than a survival of the belief that such walls 

% Gail W. Palmer, e ’22, who has been research assistant should act to a large extent as parts of a fort. 
with the Agricultural Engineering Department of the Uni- Engineers and architects have doubtless previously 

: versity, has joined the operating research department of made the simple computations necessary to show that 
the T. M. E. R. & L. Co., at Milwaukee, Wis. Address: the actual loads coming upon the walls of the ordinary 
506% Wauwatosa Ave., Wauwatosa, Wis. nae : - 

\ Arthur A. Pergande, e ’10, is assistant manager of the O7¢ oF two-story house are ridiculously small and are, 

Central Falls Mazda Lamp Division of the General Electric i" fact, only a small percentage of the working loads 
Company. Residence: 48 Makin St., Pawtucket, R. I. which engineers long have used in the design of large 

\ Walter Schneider, e ’10, is valuation engineer for the and important bridges and buildings. 

Ohio Bell Telephone Lo, Cleveland. . The Recommended Minimum Requirements for Small 

fe ee ee pee ae a Dwelling Construction, which resulted from the appoint- 

ensiliestine, ment of a Building Code Committee by Secretary of 

MECHANICALS Commerce Herbert Hoover, removes many of the un- 
\ John M. Barr, m ’99, is general manager for the Louis necessary limitations which the common” practice in 

Allis Company of Milwaukee. Address: 375 Royall Place. house construction seemed to require and for which the 
4 Clark C. Boardman, m ’10, has resigned, effective Feb. 1, home owner has to pay. Instead of 12-inch brick 

pene — vpeneal vate ok cates te <a walls for two-story buildings, a thickness of 8 inches 

plant in Louisiana for the\‘Thermomotic. Products Com- 18 Permitted. 
pany. “ The use of concrete, both plain and reinforced, is 

k Claude Campbell, m ’22, was married to Miss Irma Butler provided for in the code, and recognition of the strong 

. oF discon L h ‘13. is plant for th monolithic character of this structural material is given 

American Roilstor Comeuny ae pattie, NY Home ad. by allowing exterior walls to be 6 inches thick. The 

dress: 52 Euclid Ave., Kenmore, N. yy. ’ thickness of walls of hollow building tile and hollow 

/ HA. Phillips, m ’22, who has been with the Wm. Baker Concrete block is also placed more clearly on a basis of 

Organization, has recently joined the forces of Westerlin the actual strength of these walls than on arbitrary re- 

and Campbell, distributors for the York Manufacturing quirements. Walls of hollow building tile or hollow 
Company, of York, Pa., manufacturers of refrigerating ma- concrete block 8 inches thick are allowed for the upper- 

CHIneEy Address, Bae ‘Omington, Aves Hyanston, at . most 20 feet of buildings limited to 30 feet high. 
ont ee ee anes w te Lie chaunew aan eh The use of reinforced concrete is placed on the same 

Milwaukee. , general basis as large buildings and bridges, examples 

4 Paul A. Royer, m ’21, is development engineer for the Of which have become so numerous and well known. 
Joslyn Mfg. & Supply Co. Business address: 37th & S. Dwellings of this type may be designed in accordance 

\ an mee 4b. is ver of the Full-Craw! with the well recognized principles of reinforced con- 

Bene department a Ge Smith Stoll Casting oo te crete design to withstand the loads to which they will 
Milwaukee, He is also partner in the firm of Jett @ be subjected. However certain requirements are pro- 

Steimke, engineers. Business address: 420 M. & M, Bank vided which are based on the practical work of getting 

Bldg. the concrete into the forms. Double walls of concrete, 
\ Edward B. Williams, m ’19, is sales engineer with the providing an’ insulating air space, may be constructed 

oy eee Co. Business address: 30 Church St. with a 16-inch net thickness of concrete cast in place. 

. MINERS The use of large precast units, each of which may be 

\ W. A. Emanuel, min ’20, is chemist with the Anaconda Me story high and form an entire one-story wall of one 

Copper Mining Co. Residence: 305 W. 3rd St., Anaconda, side of the house, is permitted. Concrete houses pro- 

Mont. vided with a reinforced concrete framework similar to 

> W. V. Dargan, min 715, is metallurgist for the Utah Con. that used in large buildings but with enclosing and 

‘ ee pee Bee vate ih a fad wait the partition walls of concrete plastered on metal lath are 
Carter Oil Company at Tulsa, a. "AddLeést” BAS 2046. permitted in this code. The new methods of construc- 

% E. O. Werba, min ’19, is assistant manager of the Grand t10n give promise of developing firesafe types and low 

Rapids Gas Light Company, Grand Rapids, Mich. costs.
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The Engineering in a Curling I 
What sort of engineering is it that ment are sought in almost every phase 

makes a study of the needs and the _ of living. Engineering is remaking the 
interests of women and creates prod- _ business of housekeeping. Its methods 
ucts to satisfy them? Does it seem are being applied to merchandis- 
that, in practice at least, this sort of ing, to distribution, to the wrapping of 
thing is a little different from your bundles and the packing of boxes, to 
understanding of what an engineer the lighting of streets and the hun- 

‘ really is and does? dreds of things that, a few years 
After all, when you come to think of | back, were strictly “r ule-of-thumb”. 

it, engineering is concerned with all By the time you are at work out in 
the facts of life. It takes the old facts _ the world, there will be more—though 
and interprets them in new and _ there are only a few of them left. 
broader ways; but its big job is the Whatever is worth doing is worth 
very big job of making more living, engineering; engineering effort digni- 
—tuller living,—readily available. It fies itself. Whether it puts more use- 
is, In every aspect, a thing worth do- fulness into transformers or curling 
ing, whether it concerns itself with jrons or turbines does not matter. 
curling irons or converters, or any of The thing that counts is the work, the 
the thousands of products in between. creative, constructive service that is 

This is truly the day of the engi- going on for the lasting benefit of 
neer. His judgments and his equip- mankind. 

Westinghouse Ww 
ESTINGHOUSE 

ACHIEVEMENT & OPPORTUNITY (= 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Eart L. CALDWELL 

After the debacle of examinations, we ask in a small, Well, Bill, I hear you got kicked out. That’s bad. 

weak voice, “Are you there, Cuthbert?” Not so bad; they let me stay 

—— That’s good. 

Roll call on the staff of the ENGINEER is like roll Not so good; they put me on probation. 

call after the battle; the faculty tore great holes in our That’s bad. 

line this time. Not so bad; they reduced my schedule. 

—- That’s good. 

Two of our faculty members have recently announced Not so good; I have to average “fair” at mid-semes- 

their marriages: Mr. L. H. Kessler, c¢ ’22 and in- ter. 

structor in hydraulics, was married to Elizabeth M. Hill That’s bad, 

on November 25. Mr. J. S. Strong, e ’21 and in- Bad? Hell, it’s impossible. 

structor in electrical engineering, was married to Mary — 

Drake GE Leeatey), Biwols: Can you raise x */, quickly on your old stick? If 

Dean Turneaure returned about the end of January ne ad Une OF the ahiaps whe cues “ oe sia 

from a trip to Hawaii. Hawaii, you know, is famous : e square Toot, you are the chap who should reae 

for two things: A volcano and a beach. The Dean says this. In the fsa: PER: sa 
g e Dean say . 5 

he saw both, and several matters of engineering inter- . = 8/y = x77, X Xe = XV X . 

est besides. We hope to induce him to present some Set the index to x on the fourth floor, technically 

of the interesting phases of his trip to the readers of known as the A scale. In the basement, the D scale, 

the ENGINEER. you will find the VY x directly below x on the A 

ees scale. Push the sliding storm window over the © 

WE ACCEPT THE CORRECTION, UNCLE IKE scale until you have multiplied Vx by x. The prod- 

The following communication may (or may not) add "ct on the D scale is the elusive and much sought 

to the existing fund of information about the geology * 3/,. And don’t forget, brother, that this is goc¢ 

of Devil’s Lake. There seems to be something fishy for x to any odd half power. 

about it. It is surprising, though, how many fellows are still 

Re that article in the last Engr. about “Uncle in the primary class with the old stick. Take the 

Ike” who hauls baggage at Devils Lake,—You got inverse scale, for instance—the one in red. A lot of 

that all wrong. It wasn’t his grandfather, it was fellows evidently think the red figures mean danger— 

his dad that saw the glacier, This is the way it , 

happened— but they don’t, brother—they mean speed, If you 

“Phere was a river flowing around a hill. One use the inverse scale, you can reduce your nightly 

winter the river froze especially hard. In the spring mileage to 10 miles instead of 20 miles, and more 

instead of thawing the river just flowed on and answers per cubic foot of profanity. Take down 

took the hill with it.” . that little instruction book you got with’ the stick 
But, anyway, lots of strange things happen at . : ; 

Devile Lake. (How about it, you summer camp and buck a bit on it! It’ll pay you handsomely. Just 

civils?) Last spring, for instance, we had such a think, I met a chap yesterday who couldn’t read logs 

heavy fog that the fish swam up and ate the buds to the base e on his log-log stick! ‘That’s like own- 

off the apple trees. (For Gawd’s sake, don’t pull ing a Stutz, and never going over 20 miles per hour! 

Hg chia ae ee a ae aay we ee Value in any machine is rated by its maximum pro- 

sun came out. Two days later I found a predatory duction. Know your stick! 

bass which had treed a rattlesnake up a triangu- ————___ 

lation station on the Lake Bluff. No, Louie THT Se TF Spree TIIRNE 1s 

Schmidt isn’t the kind of Lake Bluff I rent ON THE S. E. SPECIAL, OR, TURNED OUT IS 

THIEMANN, e ’25. RIGHT 

— TALKATIVE STRANGER (to student who is homeward 

GO TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS bound)—You got on at Madison, didn’t you? Student 

RaxpaLL Scuoor TEACHER—Seidlitz de Puyster, at the University, I suppose ? 

can you explain the meaning of the word signify? DisconsoLatE StupE—I was. 

Srrpiitz—Yes, ma’am. ‘That’s the bunch of rough- T. S—You mean that you are through at the Uni- 

necks that lives up on the Heights. versity ?
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D. S—I’m through. all weighty matters would be decided by him; every- T. S.—It’s a great institution, isn’t it? It turns out thing else would be decided by the wife. He relates some great men—some remarkable men. that after several years of married life nothing of a D. S. (Bursting into tears)—Mister, that’s the first real serious nature had come up for decision; his wife hit of sympathy I’ve had in a week. had decided everything. 
— In regard to the subject under discussion: Most NOW YOU KNOW WHOM TO BLAME specifications frankly place upon the engineer all of the I’. Haber’s book, “Thermodynamics of Technical Gas decisions in the carrying out of a contract. It is my be- Reactions,” bears the following dedication: lief, however, that the engineer has, generally speaking, “To my dear wife, Clara Haber, Ph, D., in gratitude fully realized that this authority is not given him to for her silent co-operation.” abuse. Fairness to both the owner and the contractor — should be the goal for which the engineer strives. Likewise, Sidney A. Reeve’s “Thermodynamics of My experience in life has been that almost every one Heat Ingines” is dedicated wishes to be fair according to his own lights; but I “To my wife, to whose devotion and aid (although she must admit that I have met some people with very dim doesn’t know entropy from carbonic acid) lights. My experience has also led me to believe that, the existence of this book is due, generally, misunderstandings are brought about by the it is dedicated.” ignorance of someone connected with the undertaking. —— Frequently contractors submit bids without either a Professor Leonard Smith spoke on “Housing and Its thorough knowledge of the specifications or of the site Relation to City Planning” at a conference held at La- where the work is to be executed. Frequently misun- fayette, Ind., on February 15. derstandings arise, due to the fact, that the engineer is cane oes either unfamiliar with the terms of the contract and the Never mind, old. side kick, even if that Ex you specifications, or he is so inexperienced that he is not thought you had landed at mid-semester did go sour on capable of properly interpreting same. you and turn into a Poor; here’s a philosophy that will The first lesson to be learned by the engineer is that temper your disappointment. We grab it from “Personal he is not only representing the owner, but that he is Efficiency” of the La Salle Extension University. also representing the contractor, Fairness to these par- “Never mind the losing—think of how you ran; ties is the engineer’s job. First, it must be recognized Smile and shut your teeth, lad; take it like a man. that the owner or beneficiary should pay the full cost Not the winning counts, lad; but the playing fair; agreed upon for the improvement. Second, the con- Not the losing shames, lad; but the weak despair. tractor effecting the improvement should receive a fair So when failure stuns you, don’t forget your plan; compensation for his efforts, insofar as the limitations Smile and shut your teeth, lad; take it like a man.” of the contract will permit. It should be the desire of —— the engineer so to assist the contractor that, after the Once more we have a girl engineering student, Grace proper execution of the work, a maximum profit can be Heimbaugh of Superior, who is taking work in the civil made. It should be the desire of the contractors so to engineering department. The first hundred points are perform his work that nothing, either in the spirit or the the hardest, dear. We wish you luck. letter of the contract, remains to be done toward secur- oe ing for the owner a satisfactory job. With both the CO-OPERATION BETWEEN CONTRACTOR AND engineer and the contractor entering into their work ENGINEER with this spirit, true co-operation may be expected. That the best construction results where engineer and The laws frequently prevent the very thing for which contractor work harmoniously was emphasized by W. they are written. They frequently prevent the award- R. Neel, State Tighway Engineer of Georgia, in a ing of the contracts to the best bidder ; frequently there paper presented before the Southern District of the As- are written upon the statute books maximum salaries to phalt Association. be paid engineers, thus preventing the state or county The following is an abstract of his remarks: from securing the best engineering service. Often you This is a subject often under discussion by all of the find a resident engineer or a division engineer in charge parties concerned. The engineer has his interpretation of a great many construction jobs and clothed with full of the word co-operation, the contractor his and the authority, who may or may not be competent and who owner his; but isn’t it a fact that each one’s idea about frequently is paid less money than the foreman of the just what this word means is a little different? This construction gang. 

reminds me of a story told me by a friend. He relates Contractors are always on the lookout for good men that soon after marrying, wishing to avoid mistakes and good men are always on the lookout for a means of commonly made by married people, he decided it would bettering their positions in life; therefore, it is impera- be a good idea to have a frank discussion with his tive not only from the interests of the owner but, also, wife in order that they arrive at a plain understanding — from that of the contractor that adequate salaries be al- of their relations. After a brief discussion, mostly car- lowed in order to secure and hold competent, exper- ried on by him, they agreed that, as he was the man, (Concluded on page 96)
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| SPRING SUITS | ) ——_—— 
—— i eee 

| d four-b k styl | | in three and four-button sack styles i | 
» ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE 

i so popular with college men, as i Allis-Chalmers engineering experience, covering more 

| well as other prevalent styles are | than sixty years devoted to the design and building of 

| | heavy machinery for many varied engineering and power 

| arriving daily. Soft materials and {| purposes, includes prime movers of all types among 

i . . . | which are some of the largest units ever built, electrical 

i hard finishes, in light and dark | apparatus and many complete lines of industrial machin- 

| shades,—in prices most appealing. | ery. 
| , P Pp 8 | By reason of this experience the Allis-Chalmers Or- 

i Come in and try them on. | ganization is able to propose and furnish equipment best 

i | suited to meet the particular requirements of its cus- 

| ae | tomers. With the complete equipment built by one or- 

| | ganization, under a single supervision, the many details, 

I a | complications and delays incident to divided responsi- 

i [| bility are avoided. 

| | 
“The Store of Friendly Service {Consult Allis-Chalmers in your power problems 

| 22-24 No. Carroll ! 

| | 
| | Allis-Chalmers Products 
oun on tt Electrical Machinery ‘rioueiill Machinery 

een ii eR a Steam Turbines Saw Mill Machinery 
- + Steam Engines Air Compressors 

! | fondensere 7 Air Brakes ia 

] ] ydraulic Turbines Steam and Electric Hoists 

| SAFE M [ LK | Pumping Engines Farm Tractors 

| | Centrifugal Pumps Power Transmission 

| Milk, if thoroughly pastcurised, is absolutely | as Engines achinery 
5 ,. wae Plas tins os : Mining Machinery Perforated Metal 

| safe and pure — Kennedy Dairy Company ! Metallurgical Machinery Timber Treating and 

| milk is perfectly pasteuriaed. | Crushing & Cement Machy. Preserving Machinery 

| OUR LABEL IS OUR GUARANTEE | 

| “ | 
| Kennedy Dairy Co. | AULIS- ; ennedy Valry U0. i 
| PURE PASTEURIZED MILK AND CREAM | Manufacturing Company 

| iversi Fs | : . 
; 618 University Ave. Phone Badger 7100 i Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A. 

hic Een Districe Offices in All Leading Cities. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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tt tH Ba Ee tt that ttt ttf | \ LT. | | ¢ . ; 5 . | 5 [ Make Your Home at | la | | | | Grimm's Stationary Store | | The 

! 326 ‘s orham | | : | i ne West Gorh | | New Snowflake Waffle | | I | ‘ | LEATHER NOTE BOOKS and PAPER i | Kitchen and Lunch Room 

We have a new line of 1 Also known as the ' 
i DUNN FOUNTAIN PENS | | Little White Church Around the Corner i 

i 1114 W. Dayton St. ' a Pent et anata PtH Ft Ht 
1 | | ! ot JESS COHEN ! SOFT DRINKS i AND 

| : Lot ORCHESTRA | 
ic AND Cj ., 

| A TOBACCOS A od | | || BOYD'S STUDIO | 
M M Exclusive Student Dance 

| E 8 Pocket Billiard Tables i io Friday and Saturday | foL 2 Billiard Tables | 
| er i Ss —— Sif i 

- ; | WRITE HOME 1 Sundaes, 15¢ | 
i j | All correspondence necessities,—Writing 
| ! | Paper, Envelopes, Pens, Ink, BI | 
! zt per, Envelopes, Pens, Ink, Blotters, and | | to | | C A M E; L S | | just the kind you want at i 
! Lot i | il ‘ I i 613 University Ave. i i Netherwood S i 
| 

| | 519 State Street Loken Bros. Store | : Beef 
ttt ttt 8 tt ttt * a

e
 

| jl Drawing Inks ! | ! x Enprasee ae Inks | | AT » | | eee a oriee Moca il I 
1 & i } ‘Taurine Mucilage zs | E 

i 
| aS Photo Mounter Paste | | HIGGINS Becaemacents | | ) | 
Buena ania Vepetaile Glue Ete. ' 4 | CG Reine GE) ERO eae Ge | i “2° are the Finest and Best Goods of their Kind | = j i 

| heaves and ado the, igang inks ‘and. Adhesives, Thay will bene renaten [| 10 CENT | to you, they are oe nAWens GaRenacee 80 “ss | B L U E S K Y B A R 

| CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs. ij FOR SALE AT ALL SHOPS i 
i Branches: Chicago, London—271 Ninth St., Brooklyn, N, Y. i i 
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Get the Late Records at HOOK BROS.
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F ° ATIHLETICS ° : 
MLCT 

CC “i 

WANTED: A FOOTBALL COACH If the varsity didn’t need this bunch of point-getters, 

Did you ever see a woman buy,—that is, try to buy, the old Nelson trophy might once again grace our front 

a hat? If you have, perhaps you will appreciate what hall; but cheerio, a winning varsity team is better than 

the Athletic Council is going through in an endeavor to all the statuary in the Art Museum. 

get a new football coach. Some forty coaches through- —_ 

( out the country aspire to fill the WISCONSIN’S LATEST SPORT—HOCKEY 

‘ boots left vacant by the resignation The lower campus, scene of as many and as varied 

- of John Richards. Tom Jones is activities as the Orpheum footlights, is now being used 

ey now busy eliminating thirty-nine of for hockey. A large, boarded-in rink has been con- 

: > those forty, leaving one who will structed, and here the hockey team, representatives of 

ois ' satisfy students, alumni, faculty, the Wisconsin’s latest inter-collegiate sport, practice and 

Chicago Tribune, and Roundy, and __ play, fall and fight over an unassuming, black puck. 

also win the 1923 conference cham- Under the tutelage of Coach Viner the team is devel- 

pionship. Several good men have oping slowly, but surely. After losing all of last year’s 

“Hop” Orsttr already been here | for interviews. games and three this year, the Cardinal pucksters beat 

“Hod” Ofstie, civil engineer, all- the fast Michigan aggregation 1-0 in the second of a 

Western end on our 1912 championship eleven, and two-game series here at Madison. 

now coaching at the Mississippi A. and M. College, has — 

been considered. Jack Ryan, Marquette mentor, also JANUARY 12—RED LETTER DAY 

looms up as a possibility. Amid much hurrah, a Madi- January 12 saw two Wisconsin teams emerge victor- 

son paper recently got out a 9 a. m. extra announcing ious from their respective frays. While Joe Steinhauer’s 

that Little, Yost’s assistant at Michigan, had accepted speedy swimmers took Indiana into camp 38 to 30, 

the job. The scoop proved about as fallacious as dol- Coach Hitchcock’c Samsons and Goliaths tumbled and 

lar oil stock; Little had merely wired Coach Jones in roughed up the Northwestern strong men, winning five 

regard to the hockey games at Madison. Who'll be the of seven bouts. 

next coach? Who'll be the next president? The swimming team has been much handicapped be- 

— cause of the building of the new pool, but they showed 

PLUMBERS PERFORM IN TRACK MEET up well for the opening of the season. [engineers 

The rest of the school is prone to look upon the en- swimming with the team are Czerwonky, back and 

gineer as a duffer good for little else than plumbing a breast strokes, and Norm Koch, fancy diving. lwald, 

rod or turning a wrench, but within the ranks of the another plumber, is on the relay team. 

civils alone are enough star performers on field and Ce 

track to beat the varsity. In the interclass meet held BADGERS LOSE BASEBALL STARS 

in the annex, Saturday afternoon, January ath, the Every collegiate sport writer at some time or other 

juniors came out on top with 41/4 points, followed by tells of a certain gruesome something called the ineligi- 

the sophs with 37 points. Brown Donohue, junior bility jinx. This hoodoo, it seems, plays havoc with 

civil, won eight points single handed (or single-footed, many a budding championship team. Recently four 

if you will). He placed first in the high jump and __ baseball men, the nucleus of Lowman’s 1923 nine, went 

second in the shot. This was the largest single score by the boards. Unable to refute summer baseball 

of the afternoon. Schneider, exponent of the Venturi charges, George Ruediger, captain and crack third 

meter and the suppressed weir, broke the mile tape four baseman; Hoffman, star twirler, and Montgomery and 

minutes and thirty-nine seconds after the starter’s gun Bruemmer have been scratched from the spring line up. 

sent the amateur Mercurys on their way. Tschudy, This is a blow to Cardinal baseball hopes, but where 

slip-stick paragon and mass curve expert, saved the there’s life there’s hope, and no one, especially fussy 

seniors from utter disgrace by winning the two-mile landladies and nervous profs, can say that there isn’t 

run in 10:18 5/10; this little act gave the school an- life at this institution. With the opening of the new 

cients five of their 8% total score. “Bill” Hamman, semester, indoor work has begun in earnest; a spring 

who got lots cf practice flying over the handle bars of training trip is planned for the week of spring vaca- 

his motorcycle. covered 20’ 5” for first in the broad tion in April. The teams will play a series of games 

jump. Bill also placed third in the pole vault. E. A. with Mississippi, Mississippi A. and M., and the, Uni- 

Schmidt, also a C. E., won second in the pole-vault. versity of Alabama. :
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INTER-UNION QUARREL HAMPERS CONSTRUCTION up in the air tank. The air valve may then be opened -\ great deal of trouble and embarrassing delay was admitting air pressure to the gasoline tank. The acety- experienced in getting telephone service for the Ruskin lene torch may next be applied to the exposed end of -\partments in Pittsburgh. The electricians’ union, the first nozzle and when it is well heated, the torch which does not recognize the linemen’s and telephone should be inserted in the small hole just above the first workers’ union, has a ruling that wherever conduit and second nozzles, (shown in figure 3), and the gaso- is installed in a building the pulling of the wires, as line be turned on. After ignition takes place in the well as the installation of the conduit, must be done by 
the building electricians, regardless of the purpose which y | ae pla aes Cig Y Re the wire serves. They refused to complete the other Set — ff Ks oe co electrical work on the building unless they were allowed > Piel On es facies. | cn Ne) i Pe to pull telephone wires to every outlet. The telephone REN | YA 3 AD y J : company would not permit the building electricians to g i f be Sie eS et e 4 eS ban eo pull their wires, so telephone wire had to be bought by v 34 ; AA8 er 8 \ ne _ the job and pulled in by the building electricians. | Peas a. The telephone company refused to use any wire ex- sy, ? oe cept their own material, pulled by their own men, and = ae : ree a : refused to come on the job until all the wire previously 

~ ae pulled in had been removed. Since any attempt to re- ‘ : oe move it would have caused the building electricians to ae a ko strike, the telephone men could not start until all the de other electrical work was finished and the electricians Fic. 6. A CLosi-up or THE Heatinc Pant ix Prace, discharged. The wires disappeared from the conduit TI eal torel d to ignite the b 2s 
: : $ 

te ace. ‘ylene torch use 0 ignite we urners is 
over night and installation of telephones was begun the n th ight hand corner. The handle of following day. he electricians threatened to cause Seen m the upper rig - og , : » : the water pump is between the acetylene tank and 
the few remaining union men in the job to strike, but tha Burner the building was so nearly completed that is was pos- , 
sible to finish up before they could take any action. burner the torch should be held on the exposed nozzle The electricians declare they were tricked, and claim again for a few moments until the burner has generated that they will not allow any more buildings to be wired enough heat to sustain its action. With one unit of the by union men unless the telephone contract calls for the burner in operation the temperature of the water will pulling of telephone wires by union electricians. become stable at about 120° to 130° Fahrenheit. With 

two units it will rise to 160° to 170° degrees. With 
three units it will rise to 200° to 210°, A NOVEL HEATING PLANT The car has been in successful use for one season, (Concluded from page 81) April to December 1, 1922. Each unit of the burner necessity of a chimney or flue, the gases being dis- will consume from 5 to 6 quarts of gasoline per day of charged downward. 24 hours. The car is not in use during the three or Figures 2, 3, and 4 show respectively side and front four months of severe weather and two units are gen- views of the boiler and burner assembled, and an in- erally sufficient. Complete detailed drawings are ‘on terior view of the burner after it had been in trial serv- file in the State Department of Engineering and full ice for a short period. The boiler and smoke hood are iformation will be furnished to anyone interested. insulated with 1 inch thickness of 85% magnesia and SS _ jacketed. The burner is lined with a mixture of long THE HYDRAULIC LABORATORY fiber asbestos and high temperature cement. Figure 6 

shows the mounting of the boiler just back of the left (Concluded from page 85) rear wheel of the truck. The acetylene gas tank is used on the side of a flowing channel; loss of head due to to generate the first unit in firing up. The other units reverse bends in pipes; loss of head due to sudden en- may be turned on at will after the first one has been largement in pipe; loss of head due to gradual en- fired long enough to become thoroughly heated. The largement in pipe; coefficient determinations of special fuel tank is located near the front of the car safely orifices; and the calibration of a special venturi meter away from the boiler. All parts are encased in steel tg pe used in an air-lift plant test. boxes to protect them from wheel splash, rain, and tam- The instructional work of the department includes pering. 
hydrology, water-supply, water power, sewerage, sew- In firing up, the boiler and heating system should age disposal, drainage, irrigation, hydrawic machinery, first be filled with water by means of the hand pump, and hydraulic design. Only that part which has to do the handle of which is shown at the upper right of the with the instruction in theoretical hydsaulics, labora- boiler in Figure 6. The fuel tank should be filled with tory, and research work is conducted in the laboratory gasoline and an air pressure of 30 to 40 pounds be built building.
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BETTER LIGHTING NEEDED IN INDUSTRIAL 
PLANTS. 

In a paper read before the Illuminating Engineering Ne 

Society, February, 1920, entitled, “A Survey of Tndustria! and Now— Cs 
Lighting in Fifteen States,’ R. O. Eastman submitted fee S ! 

some very interesting data regarding the lighting condi- ho oy ; 

tions in industrial institutions. The survey comprises some Gr: beiy oy 

446 institutions, in which lighting was considered by 55.4% Ky 

as being vitally important, and by 31.6% as being mod- A t 
erately important, and by 13% as being of little im- Le y 
portance. Practically 58% considered that lighting was Ne r 
as important as power in the operation of the plant, and és oe 5 

a small proportion would give more attention to lighting ee 
than to anything else. Aes 2 

In considering the present condition of lighting as i ey ; 

found in the various plants, only 9% ranked as excellent, vy 1 

about % ranked as good, 29% fair, 18.8% poor, 3.5% very Ds : 

poor, and 7.8% partly good and partly poor. It was found 4 y 
that the lighting in the offices was far superior to that in SS 

the shops; 19% being excellent, 86% good, 31% fair, and os SS 

only 18% poor and none very poor. ae : i 

On consulting the executives regarding what factors x oe : 

were most important in considering lighting, the following 4 

facts were revealed: Increase of production 79.4%, de- ; 

crease of spoilage 71.1%, prevention of accidents 59.5%, . : 

improvement of good discipline 51.2%, and improvement of A S I h R l i 

AS pKa conditions 41.4%. Manufacturers who have good UX- nc U e Hl 

lighting appreciated its value largely from the standpoint ‘ : 

of its stimulating effect upon output. (Pocket Size) of : 

There is no question that any intelligent man who i 

carefully considers the necessity for good lighting in an 1 

industrial plant, will agree that it is impossible for a per- ST AINLESS STEEL } 

son to do as good work, either in quality or quantity, in , 

poor light as in good light, but yet the result of a careful b : 

analysis discloses the fact that only about 40% of indus- y ; 

trial plants are furnishing good light to their workers and ! 

60% are operating under poor lighting. It is hard to BROWN q& SHARPE ! 

understand why such a proportion of concerns can be satis- j 

fied with a condition which is universally admitted to be a ; 

curtailer of efficiency and a prolific causer of accidents. : : 

The principal cause of this condition is that those in charge R™ PROOF —will not 

of such establishments have not given the attention to : . } 

lighting that it demands. They do not know what consti- stain or discolor, but f 

tutes good lighting, and in their absorbing interest of will always retain its bright 

other factors of production have overlooked a vital one. finish—clean-cu tgra duations 

Every safety official should deeply interest himself in : : 

the lighting of his plant and insist upon good lighting as in 8ths, 16ths, 32nds and 

much as good goggles, good guards and other necessary 64ths, of the characteristic 

accident prevention equipment. Every production manager ; 

should insist upon good lighting because the efficiency of Brown & Sharpe accuracy. ! 

the working force is increased by the condition of the light- 

ing furnished. The plant physician should examine the 

lighting, for eye strain and eye fatigue are directly affectea Get one from your dealer today 

by poor lighting, as is the hygienic condition. Well lighted 

plants are invariably cleaner than poor lighted places. Ask for No. 350—Yow’ll like it 

Plants equipped with Factrolite Glass in all windows are 

well lighted. 

If you are interested in the distribution of ligi.* | IBS 

through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory a 

Report—“Factrolited.” 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, Brown & SHARPE Mec. Co. 

220 Fifth Avenue, Providence, R. 1., U.S.A. 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago 

No. 5. bt 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Conklin & Sons Compan 
| | i 

i 
COAL, WOOD and MENDOTA LAKE ICE 

| Cement, Stucco, White Lime, Hair and Sewer Pipe | 

| Main Office: 24 E. Mifflin St. Phone Badger 25 ' 
ett 
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Fett tna Ft at ttt ptt | 1 | | | I | ! PUBLIC SALES | MEN 
z 

2 2 
| | We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S. ! | 

! Army Munson last shoes, sizes 514 to 12, | ! ! 
which was the entire surplus stock of one of Day by day, in every way, 

i the largest U. S. Government shoe contrac- i i We are trying to serve you better and better. i | tors. | l i 
! This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per ! | —_— ! 

cent solid leather, color dark tan, bellows 
| 

i tongue, dirt and water proof. The actual i i No matter what the job is, if 
i value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this i | it can be economically done, i 
| tremendous buy we can offer the same to 1] ; . . | 
| the public at $2.95. | | we will do it. | 

Send correct size. Pay postman on deliv- If it is clothes, we can do it. | 
i ery or send money order. If shoes are not i i 
i as represented we will cheerfully refund your if ~ —— i 
i money promptly upon request. | i . i fi, | | Emil Orne | ' National Bay State Shoe Co. | MERCHAN? TAILOR | 

i 296 Broadway, New York, N. Y. i i 608 University Ave. Phone Badger 797 

l | | Be 1 th} bth tt HH 1 tt — ta ae 

to Se a t ti 

i ENGINEERS — I i The Best Flowers ' 
! CIVIL, CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL, i ! Owers ae oe pereice | MECHANICAL and MINING i 6 aes 
! CLASS PIPES i | . | ANY DESIGN OR YEAR 

| i i i[MORGAN’S || | i FLORALCO | | 532-534 State Street 1 . - | | ! | | a 
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A MILLION VOLT OUTFIT front which may be encountered in the work with ex- 

(Concluded from page 82) perimental transmission lines. 

transformers 2, 3, and 4 must be well insulated from Another feature is the static shield around the outer 

the ground. Because of the dry climate of Pasadena, Winding. (Not shown in Fig. 1.) A sheet of steel & 
it is expected that treated wood will be feasible for bent half way around the outside of each leg and is 

this purpose, the transformers being merely set on connected directly to the high voltage lead. When a 
wooden platforms. The maximum voltage between Surge enters the transformer, it immediately spreads 

primary and secondary or secondary and tank is, how- out over the shield and thus distributes the stress elec- 

ever, only 250,000 volts, which makes possobile a com-  trostatically over the entire first layer. Without shields, 

paratively small amount of insulation in the trans- such an impulse might produce dangerously high po- 
formers themselves. tentials across the end turns. 

In order to supply 1ooo ky-a. on the secondary of a cation Tnsttute of ae wal re ‘tor 

the group, the primary of the first transformer must be ° the a 7 nools to "hr will ty © a miiton vo ts tor 

able to handle the entire amount. The upper part of a agian, a ead at t at L uC "beraeen o ond 

the secondary (as well as the primary of the second be a eG a ao aie a cn this ane 

unit) must be capable of handling 750 kv-a., while the QUNEE OUMItS! Setich may ber Dus im the Luttine. 

fourth unit need have a capacity of only 250 kv-a. OS 
However, each primary is designed for tooo kv-a., the OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES 

upper section of each secondary for 750 kv-a., and the (Concluded from page 80) 

lower section for 250 kya. in order to make the ap- \orkmen have the habit of carrying an open package 
paratus interchangeable. This again makes a aoe of tobacco in their hip-pockets. This offers an excellent 

and ad expensive Construction, but one which allows receptacle for dust, and when the man takes his chew 

a sins nclen Gea sts are oiljnsulated and self he puts into his mouth not only the dust which has 

Be SORESES: BEA ORMIGES (GEE! SNGHIO SLES Bile BS) fallen into the package but also whatever may be on 
cooled. The 247,000 and 250,000-volt leads are brought . : . . : : ‘ ; eo ie » bush; . ht ° his hand. Some men find discomfort in wearing gog- 

rougl ee condense shing each trans- : : 
fa taraugh ‘en eh ie wna aS hae on oes se gles or respirators, but every man who disregards these 

taene sé sail "ds the copper ‘aaah on whic fs safety devices suffers sooner or later, usually sooner. 

ayers of tintoil and paper are originally wrapped in Safety First should be the eternal slogan in a chemical 
forming the bushing and the other being a strap con- plant 

ctor passing up th > center a : : . + fase : pee e through the center of the tube and Many of the large corporations have a medical staff 
insulated fr , as - : 

sularee rom : . ; which includes at least one doctor. The doctor is a 

= I gives cs idea ofthe construction of these full-time man and makes a study of the conditions 
transformers. The core is built up of silicon steel in ‘ His vlant ak: leas 3 : ig ‘ : . peculiar to his plant. In at least one plant in this 
a cruciform section. In transformers for such high country, applicants for employment are given a physi- 

voltage, the ordinary pancake coils eS, replaced by cal examination. This examination has eliminated nine 
ed oa = ae a t single _ of per cent of the applicants. Timely medical attention 

ware: ne es immediately arouna the core confain will often save time and money for both workman 
the primary winding. The mid-point is grounded to and employer . 

the iron. The next set of tubes constitute the begin- . The Engincer’s Duty 

ning of the secondary. One end of the wire on the aR « ; a waite 
- Che engineer’s special ability in regard to oceupa- 

first tube is grounded and the other end passes across  ,. : : , " % aa ne tional disease is to see both the employer’s and the 
to the corresponding winding on the other leg. The er ag’ . . : : : laborer’s viewpoint, and to transmit the ideas of one 
same construction is used throughout the secondary, aie 

. : : 5 group to the other. He should inspire in both a con- 
the cylinders being concentrically placed and the con- : . . = i 2 Loe ; . fidence which is strengthened as time passes and 
secutive sections of the winding being first on one leg woe : ‘ 

: ‘ proves that his interpretation and judgment have been 
and then on the other. In this way, there is a com- fai and’ weactieable 

paratively small voltage across any two layers, and cor- “~ ne — 

responding layers on the two legs are at approximately 

the same potential. Sixteen concentric cylinders are STEEL CASTINGS TOUGH AS FORGINGS 
used for the secondary, and contain a total of 10,000 (Concluded from page 78) 
turns of wire for each transformer. geneity treatment in bringing about the dispersion of the 

An interesting feature is the extra insulation used ferrite. Quenching leaves the metal in a state of inter- 
between turns on the high voltage end. A large part nal strain and a reheating or “drawing” is necessary 
of the secondary winding consists of enameled, quad- to eliminate this. The structure of the eutectoid matrix 
ruple cotton-covered wire, but the end portions are is a function of the temperature at which this final op- 
wound with 7ooo-volt cable which is gradually in- eration is carried on, and, in order that the eutectoid 
creased in spacing ve at the high-voltage end, the may consist of sorbite (unresolved pearlite), the “draw- 
urns are about two inches apart. This extra insulation ing“ should be at a temperature of 550° C. 
makes the outfit immune to impulses of steep wave Fig. 3 reproduces at roo diameter magnification the
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miscrostructure of steel of .3 per cent carbon content. ferrite thus had opportunity to dispose itself at will, 
The ferrite (light) is agglomerated in large crystals it is found to be well distributed and the grains are re- 
forming a practically continuous network. As ferrite duced in size and independent. Figure 8 shows the ef- 
has a tensile strength of only 36,000 Ib. per square inch, fect of quenching in oil after a sufficient preliminary 
it is no wonder that such steel has inferior qualities. treatment. All traces of continuity in the ferrite have 
The properties of a .3 per cent carbon streel in such disappeared and the grain size is minute. The struc- 
condition are about as follows: ture corresponds to that of the best forged steels. In 

Tensile strength ~-..----- 65,000 Ib. per sq. in. testing cast steels of similar carbon content, Giolliti 
Klastic limit ~.-.--.----- 35,000 Ib. per sq. in. showed the following properties to be obtainable with 
Elongation ~~--~----___- 12 per cent such methods of treatment. 

Reduction of area ------- 5 per cent : Tensile strength ~--.---- 90,000 lb. per sq. in. 
The impact test, the importance of which is generally Elastic limit __..-_-------- 63,000 lb. per sq. in. 

underestimated, shows very low shock resistance for Elongation ~.------------ 24 per cent 
such a steel. Reduction of area------__ 40 per cent 

An ordinary method of heat treatment in the steel He also obtained a tensile impact resistance of 135 
foundry is simply to heat the castings to a temperature kg-m as compared to 132 kg-m in a properly treated 
slightly above the critical range, and allow them to cool forging of the same carbon content. 
slowly. It is a common belief that such treatment re- The steel foundry is in no way limited to the use of 
duces the grain size and is of considerable benefit. The plain carbon steels in making castings. Alloying ele- 
austenite from which the second separation of ferrite ments can be used with as great beneficial effects as in 
takes place is substantially unaltered from its original forgings. An alloy with from two to three per cent 
condition, and it is hard to see why this treatment nickel, properly heat treated, shows properties about 
should be of material benefit, aside from a tendency the same as a forged nickel steel. The same general 

to lessen internal strains incurred during first cooling. considerations apply in the heat treatment of nickel steel 
Even when the steel is quenched in oil after such treat- as in the heat treatment of plain carbon steel. The effect 
ment, there is but little alteration of the original ferrite of the alloying element is two-fold: In solution in the 
network. Fig. 4, which shows the microstructure of a ferrite it strengthens that element; it also tends to in- 
steel so treated, brings out the truth of this statement. Grease the number of ferrite nuclei appearing as the 
Dvesage, Hines for a steel subjected to such treat- etal, on cooling, reaches the critical range. 

Tensile strength ~-------- 67,000 Ib. per sq, in. CO-OPERATION BETWEEN CONTRACTOR AND 
Elastic limit —--..-.-----~ 38,000 lb. per sq. in. ENGINEER 
Elongation ~-_---------- 15 per cent (Concluded from page 92) 
Reduction of area ~------ TO per cent ienced engineers. Not only is this true of the engineer 

The impact resistance is also slightly increased. but it is true also of the contractor. A well equipped con- 
It becomes evident that ordinary treatment does not tractor receiving a fair compensation for his work, with 

give to cast steel properties comparable to those of good an experienced engineer—and generally this means an 
forged steels, and in the large interlocking grains of engineer receiving a fair salary—in charge of the work 
ferrite can be seen the reason. means a smooth running, harmonious job where real co- 

The remaining micrographs show the striking struc- operation and satisfactory results to the owner may be 
tural changes brought about as a result of obtaining expected. On the contrary a poorly equipped contractor 
homogeneity in the autenite. who has submitted a bid which will not allow of a first 

Figures 5 and 6 picture the results of a preliminary class job with a fair margin of profit, means conten- 
treatment which has been only partially effective. In tions, and either the slighting of the job or calling on 
both cases the steel was held for five hours at 900° C. the bondsman; and this always means delay and, ulti- 
The specimen in Figure 5 was furnace cooled, enough mately, a poorly finished job and a dissatisfied public. 
power having been left on so that the descent through The inspectors and the resident engineer are sup- 

the critical range required two hours. The ferrite grains posed to be able to enforce the carrying out of plans 
are still rather large, but the result of the treatment and specifications and secure the same result regardless 
is seen in their independence and random placing. The of what class of contractor is doing the work. Yet, 
specimen shown in Figure 6 was oil quenched through anyone at all familiar with construction knows how ut- 
the critical range. ‘The grain size is well reduced, but terly impossible this is. To obtain first class results, 
the effect of insufficient homogeneity in the austenite is experienced, well equipped contractors and competent, 

still to be seen in the tendency of the ferrite to localize experienced engineers co-operating to the best interests 

in distinct areas. of the owner are absolutely necessary. Now, how can 
Figures 7 and 8 picture the effects of a homogeneity this be accomplished? In my opinion, the only prac- 

treatment as stringent as would be expedient in prac- tical way is for the engineer to reject all work not 

tice. Both specimens were heated seven hours at 950° coming up to the plans and specifications. 

C. Specimen 7 was slowly cooled, and, although the —W. R. Neer.
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The G at Wall f China 
To stop the inroads of the barbarians of Northern miner, these two factors are of great importance. 

China, Chin Set ee 214 B.C. began build- Explosives have been one of the principal factors 

ing the Great Wall o He in reducing the stupendous production costs of by- 

Brawn was nearly the only force at hiscommand gone ages, but the necessity for eliminating waste 

to accomplish this enormous task. He gathered has become so urgent that even dynamite, per- 

together an army of 300,000 men and set themat haps the greatest labor-saving invention of all 

laboriously hewing out the stone for the faces of history, must now be scientifically selected. It is 

the wall and gathering rubble to fill in the inside. possible to reduce blasting costs with Hercules 

Generation after generation of Chinamen toiled Special No. 1 on work for whieh it Is suited. 
This explosive contains about 4 more cartridges 

on the structure. Another dynasty arose and h di d / d il 

continued the work. Even as they labored, they a 40% ok ordinary cae an ide Ee 

were often called upon to repulse the attack of Bracke f 35 @ orimen te Ek ee.tOr cartridge, at a 

some hostile horde. The Great Wall still stands, SayvIN8.© . o more in blasting costs. : ‘ pte: 

one of the most remarkable achievements of hu- Our booklets, “Volume vs Weight” and “Elimi- 

man strength and persistence. nating Waste in Blasting,” tell why Hercules Spe- 

cial No. 1 and Special No. 2 are so economical. 

The cost of time and labor was immaterial to the Write to our Advertising Department, 939 King 

Chinese Emperor, Chin Huang-Ti, but to the Street, Wilmington, Delaware, for free copies of 

modern road builder, contractor quarryman or these booklets. 
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i oka I | Ci CHICAGO STEEL TAPE Co, | | BADGER METER MFG. CO. | | WW | | i \ Wy 6231 Cottage Grove Avenue i Disc, Turbine, Compound, Oil, and Hot Water Meters I ; CHICAGO, ILL. i 3 
i a — Manufacturers — i Se i 

i . » Surveying Implements, Tapes, Leveling i i p Sse gn i i ‘ ¥ Rods, Self-Computing Rods, Stadia i i 
i i ff} IN Rods, Rod Ribbons, Targets, Mark- i i 
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Ft tt th ttt ttt I — E | | i to «he pi | | THE VILTER MFG. CO., 906 Clinton St. | | mice matt "40 nie wate seem | 
| MILWAUKEE, WIS. Established 1867 | | ues ‘ | i ' ose | : | | FROST PROTECTION—Badger disc meters, { | 1. mUNGerS OF | | sizes 5%-inch to 1\%4-inch inclusive, are i | on Poppet Valve | | equipped with breakable bottom plates, which | | i oh oh aie and | | in the event of freezing give way with the | | 5 ae Corliss | | expansion of the ice, and relieve the working | | @s eet” Engines | | parts of abnormal pressure, There is no dam. | i — ee Naki a | | age to the meter other than the breakage of | {= — Ralilgunntixe | | the frost bottom. | 
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WIRE ROPE FOR ENGINEERING 
i A Wire Rope of Long Life and Reliable Service i 

JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY F
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They Weighed Ai 

Ska] AMUEL PEPYS saysin _ condensed. A vacuum was formed 
Bae his diary that CharlesII, and the weight of the outer air 
Hae is for all his interest in the forced the unresisting piston in. 
a= Royal Society, laughed Out of these researches eventu- 
uproariously at its members ally came the steam engine. 
“for spending their time only in London talked of the scandalous 
weighing of air and doing nothing __life that King Charles led, and paid else since they sat.” scant attention to such physicists 

This helps to explain why as Papin, whose work did so much 
Charles has come down to us as__ to change the whole character of the “merry monarch.” industry. 

The Royal Society was engaged The study of air and air pumps 
in important research. It was try- has been continued in spite of 
‘ing to substitute facts for the  Charles’s laughter. In the General 
meaningless phrase “nature ab- Electric Company’s Research 
hors a vacuum,” which had long Laboratories, for instance, pumps 
served to explain why water have been developed which will ex- 
rushes into a syringe—the com- _ haust all but the last ten-billionth 
monest form of pump—when the _ of an atmosphere in a vessel. 
piston is pulled out. This. achievement marks the 

Denis Papin had as much to do _ beginning of a new kind of chemis- 
as anyone with these laughable try—a chemistry that concerns 
activities of the Royal Society. itself with the effect of forces on 
Papin turned up in London one matter in the absence of air, a 
day with a cylinder in which a chemistry that has already en- 
piston could slide. He boiled water _riched the world with invaluable 
in the cylinder. The steam gener- improvements in illumination, ra- 
ated pushed the piston out. When _ dio communication, and roentgen- 
the flame was removed, the steam _ ology. 

General@Electric 
General Office Schenectady, MY. tee Company seen 
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